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SUMMARY

Motor neurons (MNs) are unique because they proj-
ect their axons outside of the CNS to innervate the
peripheral muscles. Limb-innervating lateral motor
columnMNs (LMC-MNs) travel substantially to inner-
vate distal limb mesenchyme. How LMC-MNs fine-
tune the balance between survival and apoptosis
while wiring the sensorimotor circuit en route re-
mains unclear. Here, we show that the mir-17�92
cluster is enriched in embryonic stem cell (ESC)-
derived LMC-MNs and that conditional mir-17�92
deletion in MNs results in the death of LMC-MNs
in vitro and in vivo. mir-17�92 overexpression res-
cues MNs from apoptosis, which occurs spontane-
ously during embryonic development. PTEN is a
primary target of mir-17�92 responsible for LMC-
MN degeneration. Additionally, mir-17�92 directly
targets components of E3 ubiquitin ligases, affecting
PTEN subcellular localization through monoubiquiti-
nation. This miRNA-mediated regulation modulates
both target expression and target subcellular locali-
zation, providing LMC-MNs with an intricate defen-
sive mechanism that controls their survival.

INTRODUCTION

The coordination of motor behaviors in response to environ-

mental stimuli in animals is mediated by the precise hard-wired

connections between motor neurons (MNs) and their peripheral

muscle targets. Along the rostrocaudal axis of the neural tube,

MNs are spatially divided into columnar subtypes according

to the topographical organization of their innervating targets

(Dasen, 2009). Medial motor column MNs (MMC-MNs), which

span all segmental levels and project to and innervate the

epaxial muscles of the dorsal musculature, whereas lateral
C

motor column MNs (LMC-MNs), located at the brachial and

lumbar spinal cord levels, innervate limb muscles (Dasen,

2009; Dasen and Jessell, 2009). Specification of the motor

columns requires extrinsic signaling pathways that induce

sequential Hox transcription-factor-mediated responses (Dalla

Torre di Sanguinetto et al., 2008; Dasen and Jessell, 2009).

The cross-repressive activities of these Hox genes establish

the brachial, thoracic, and lumbar boundaries. Each segment

can be further diversified into different motor columns accord-

ing to the differential expression of the forkhead transcription

factor, FoxP1. High FoxP1 expression promotes the induction

of LMC-MNs that innervate limb muscles, whereas lower

FoxP1 expression levels in the thoracic region generate pre-

ganglionic motor column (PGC) neurons that innervate the sym-

pathetic ganglia and hypaxial motor column (HMC) neurons

that in turn innervate body wall muscles (Dasen et al., 2008;

Rousso et al., 2008).

LMC-MNs are further subdivided into more than 50 pools ac-

cording to their target muscle connectivity (Dasen et al., 2005).

The projecting axon of a motor pool, together with its selective

limb mesenchyme, constitutes a functional motor circuit.

Emanating from the targeted muscle cells are retrograde-

derived neurotrophic factors (NFs; e.g., brain-derived neurotro-

phic factor [BDNF], glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor

[GDNF], neurotrophin-3 [NT3], and ciliary neurotrophic factor

[CTNF]) that further support the survival of MNs, as only a subset

of MNs receiving NFs will survive, while the rest will undergo

apoptosis (Buss et al., 2006b; Dekkers et al., 2013; Hamburger,

1992; Oppenheim, 1991; Raoul et al., 1999). The apoptotic path-

ways are thought to be dynamically tuned during the relatively

long distance, and the axons have to travel, grow, and project

to the peripheral areas in the absence of target-derived trophic

signals (Burek and Oppenheim, 1996; Oppenheim, 1989, 1991;

Raoul et al., 1999). Within the developing CNS, spinal cord

MNs are peculiar in that they depend upon target-derived trophic

factors for long-term survival. However, it remains unclear

whether intrinsic regulation determines this particular neurotro-

phic dependency of MNs (Raff, 1992).
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While Hox proteins and their associated cofactors were iden-

tified as the primary determinants of generic and specific MN

identity (Dasen, 2009; Dessaud et al., 2008; Philippidou and

Dasen, 2013), we and others have previously demonstrated

that microRNA (miRNA)-mediated post-transcriptional regula-

tion participates in fine-tuning the programs for MN progenitor

specification (Chen et al., 2011), MN differentiation (Chen and

Wichterle, 2012), and subtype diversification (Asli and Kessel,

2010; Otaegi et al., 2011). Upon examining mutant embryos

with the conditional MN Dicer deletion (DicerMND), we have

further uncovered a preferential loss of limb- and sympathetic-

ganglia-innervating spinal MNs (i.e., LMC and PGC neurons).

Additionally, DicerMND embryos display erosion of motor pool

identity. Thus, we suggest that miRNAs, together with the tran-

scription factor network, participate in MN survival and the

acquisition of the motor pool signature (Chen and Wichterle,

2012). However, it remains unclear which set of miRNAs and

their physiological target genesmight be involved in the selective

MN degeneration and diversification. Previously, we demon-

strated that mir-17-3p in the mir-17�92 cluster participates in

the Olig2/Irx3 transcription factor loop to carve out the p2/MN

progenitor (pMN) boundary (Chen et al., 2011). Unexpectedly,

we further identified the mir-17�92 cluster as the culprit

behind the selective degeneration of limb-innervating MNs in

the DicerMND embryos. We found that mir-17�92 is highly

enriched in LMC-MNs. MNs with the mir-17�92 deletion (mir-

17�92MND) lead to the selective cell death of LMC-MNs in vitro

and in vivo, which partially phenocopies DicerMND embryos.

Furthermore, we identified PTEN as a primary target of mir-

17�92 in MNs, and we found that mir-17�92 not only regulates

PTEN expression but also mediates PTEN ubiquitination levels.

We verified a set of E3 ubiquitin ligases (Nedd4-2, Ndfip1,

Klhdc5, and Ube3b/c) as mir-17�92 bona fide targets that are

upregulated in the mir-17�92 knockout (KO) MNs. An increase

in E3 ligases leads to PTENmonoubiquitination, thereby promot-

ing PTEN nuclear import (Howitt et al., 2012; Song et al., 2011;

Trotman et al., 2007). Moreover, overexpression of mir-17�92

in MNs in the embryo rescues MNs from apoptosis during em-

bryo development by attenuating PTEN expression and nuclear

import. Our findings provide evidence of an intrinsic circuit that

controls apoptosis in specific neuronal types in the CNS during

neural development. Furthermore, our results suggest a sophis-

ticated model that regulates target subcellular localization by

coupling the post-transcriptional regulation and post-transla-

tional modification mediated by miRNAs.

RESULTS

Mir-17�92 Is Critical to the Survival of
Limb-Innervating MNs
To determine whether the miRNA biogenesis pathway contrib-

utes to MN differentiation and maturation in mouse embryos,

we previously demonstrated that conditional MN-Dicer deletion

(DicerMND) results in the loss of limb- and sympathetic-gan-

glia-innervating spinal MNs accompanied by an increase in

apoptosis in the ventral horn (Chen and Wichterle, 2012). How-

ever, the causal miRNAs and their targets that underlie specific

MN subtype degeneration are still unknown. As indicated by
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previous reports, mir-17�92 can promote tumor formation by

inhibiting apoptosis (Mu et al., 2009; Olive et al., 2009, 2010);

therefore, we hypothesized that mir-17�92 might function as

a double-edged sword that initially controls MN generation by

carving out the pMN boundary (Chen et al., 2011) and then, at

a later stage, governs MN degeneration by balancing apoptosis

in the developing spinal cord.

To verify our hypothesis, we analyzed if the absence of themir-

17�92 cluster would lead to preferential apoptosis in the MN

subtype (i.e., LMC and PGC neurons). We first examined the dis-

tribution of cells undergoing apoptosis in the embryonic spinal

cord at the brachial (�C5–C8), thoracic (�T1–T13), and lumbar

(L1�L6) segments from approximately embryonic day 11.5

(E11.5) to E13.5 in control and mir-17�92-KO embryos (Fig-

ure S1A).Wild-type (WT) and KOembryoswere indistinguishable

at E11.5 in terms of the number of active apoptotic cells (re-

vealed by active cleaved caspase-3 immunostaining, cCasp3on).

Interestingly, at E13.5, although the increase in cCasp3on cells

was not evident in the thoracic region of the spinal cord, there

was a robust spread of cCasp3on cells in the ventral horn of

the brachial and lumbar spinal segments (Figure S1B). Specific

staining for cCasp3 in the ventral horns of the brachial/lumbar

segments suggested that certain MN subtypes in the ventral spi-

nal cord might be affected. We therefore performed a series of

immunostaining experiments to reveal which neuronal popula-

tions were undergoing apoptosis in the mir-17�92-KO embryos

(Figure 1). Consistent with the cCasp3on areas in the brachial and

lumbar spinal cords, we detected a significant decrease (�55%)

in the number of FoxP1on and Raldh2on limb-innervating LMC

neurons, whereas other MN subtypes (for instance, MMC-MNs

labeled by Lhx3on and HMC-MNs labeled by Isl1on and Lhx3off)

did not appear to diminish in number (Figures 1A–1F, quantifica-

tion in Figure 1G). Furthermore, the axons of lumbar MNs

expressing Hb9::GFP projected ventrolaterally toward the limb

bud and dorsolaterally to the axial muscles in the WT embryos.

However, axons in the mir-17�92-KO embryos projected to

limb muscles with thinner bundles that exhibited arborization

defects (Figures 1H–1M, summary in Figure 1N). Collectively,

these results indicate that the loss of the mir-17�92 cluster re-

sults in a striking degeneration of specific MN subtypes, partic-

ularly the limb-innervating LMC-MNs.

mir-17�92 Expression Is Specifically Enriched in
LMC-MNs In Vitro and In Vivo
Preferential LMC-MN degeneration in the mir-17�92 mutant

embryos prompted us to examine whether this phenotype is

caused by differential expression of the mir-17�92 cluster in

the MN subtypes. In situ hybridization of mouse E12.5 spinal

cord revealed thatmir-17-5p (one of themir-17�92 cluster mem-

bers) was enriched in the region of postmitotic MNs (Figures 2A–

2G). Fluorescent miRNA in situ hybridization, together with

immunohistochemistry on the same section of mouse E10.5

and E12.5 spinal cord, further showed that both mir-17-5p

and mir-17-3p had enriched expressions in the LMC (FoxP1on,

Isl1/2on) region but reduced expressions in the MMC domain

(FoxP1off, Hb9on) (Figure 2C, 2F, and S2).

Although in situ hybridization provided the spatial distribution

of mir-17�92 expression in the spinal cord, it could not indicate



Figure 1. mir-17�92 Is Critical for the Sur-

vival of Limb-Innervating MNs

(A and B) Immunostaining reveals comparable

numbers of PGC (FoxP1low), MMC (Lhx3on), and

HMC (Lhx3off, IsL1on) MNs in the thoracic spinal

cord sections of E13.5mir-17�92mutant embryos.

(C–F) Immunostaining at lumbar spinal cord sec-

tions points to a decrease in LMC-MNs (Raldh2on,

FoxP1high) in E13.5 mir-17�92 mutant embryos,

whereas MMC-MNs (Lhx3on, FoxP1off) are not

affected.

(G) Quantification of PGC (FoxP1low), MMC

(Lhx3on), and HMC (Lhx3off, IsL1on) MNs in the

thoracic spinal cord, and LMC (Raldh2on,

FoxP1high) and MMC (Lhx3on, FoxP1off) MNs in the

lumbar spinal cord (number of positive cells per

20 mm spinal cord ventral half section) in control

and mir-17�92 mutant embryos (mean ± SD,

n = 8 embryos). Only the decrease in LMC-MNs

is significant (**p < 0.01).

(H–M) Axonal projections and innervations at

lumbar levels in the wild-type (WT) andmir-17�92

mutants (KO) revealed by Hb9::GFP. In KO em-

bryos, the decrease in thickness of the motor

nerve branch projecting to the limb reflects the

depletion of FoxP1high LMC-MNs (arrowhead),

and the arborization of motor axons is drastically

reduced. Projections to axial muscles are pre-

served (250 mm spinal cord ventral half section).

(N) Schematic indicating how mir-17�92 controls

the survival of LMC columns and axon projection.
the differential expression in MN subtypes quantitatively. To

circumvent the limitation of obtaining homogenous LMC-MNs

in vivo, we derived an embryonic stem cell (ESC) harboring a

GFP reporter under the control of a bacterial artificial chromo-

some (BAC) containing �195 kb of the 50 FoxP1 sequence

(Jung et al., 2014). Under caudalized differentiation conditions

(Mazzoni et al., 2013), ESCs acquired the brachial identity

(Hoxc6on, data not shown) with �5%–10% GFPon cells (Figures

2H and 2I). The majority of the GFPon cells were FoxP1on,

Isl1/2on, Raldh2on, and Lhx3off cells (Figures 2J–2M). Quantita-

tive real-time PCR further confirmed a �10-fold enrichment in

the expression of the specific LMCmarker gene, Raldh2, in fluo-

rescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-arranged GFPon cells

when compared to control GFPoff cells and generic MNs derived

from Hb9::GFP ESCs (Figures 2N and S2C). From the same set

of FoxP1::GFPon cells, the expression of most of the mir-17�92

cluster members displayed a �5- to 10-fold enrichment

compared to control GFPoff and generic Hb9::GFPon MNs.

Taking all of these analyses together, we concluded that the

expression of the mir-17�92 cluster is more enriched in limb-

innervating MNs than in other MN subtypes.

mir-17�92 Has Cell-Autonomous Functions in
LMC-MNs
As mir-17�92 is also expressed in Isl1/2on dorsal root ganglion

(DRG) neurons and the adjacent somite (Figure S2B), we sought

to determine whether the loss of selective LMC-MNs is due to

intrinsic cell-autonomous defects in spinal MNs or to extrinsic

signals from neighboring cells.
C

To dissect the cell-autonomy effect in a ‘‘salt and pepper’’

manner, we generated embryoid bodies (EBs) composed of a

50:50 mixture of control Hb9::RFP ESCs with either WT or null

mir-17�92 Hb9::GFP ESCs (Figures 3A–3D). The cells aggre-

gated into mixed EBs, and the ratios of WT GFPon/control RFPon

MNs and null GFPon/control RFPon MNs were determined

following MN apoptosis on day 7. The quantifications indicated

that apoptosis caused by mir-17�92 deletion was primarily

due to cell-autonomous defects inMNs, as the number of control

RFPon motor neurons was unchanged whereas the number of

GFPon null MNs was significantly reduced.

To complement the in vitro studies, we performedMN-specific

deletion of mir-17�92 in vivo (mir-17�92MND: Olig2Cre/+; mir-

17�92 floxed). The mir-17�92MND embryos were not born ac-

cording to the Mendelian ratio, indicating that some embryos

die prenatally or perinatally (Table S1). Among the surviving em-

bryos, �60% of the mice manifested gross locomotive deficits

postnatally (postnatal day 30 [P30]; Movie S1).

Consistent with the mir-17�92-null embryo analysis, we

detected a significant decrease in the number of FoxP1on limb-

innervating LMC neurons (Figures 3E and 3F), with a concomi-

tant increase in apoptotic cells (cCasp3on and Bimon) (Figures

3I–3L), whereas other MN subtypes (MMC- and HMC-MNs) ap-

peared normal in the mir-17�92MND embryos (Figures 3G and

3H, quantification in Figure 3O). As previous studies reported

that the mir-17�92 cluster plays dual roles by either promoting

cell proliferation or inhibiting the apoptotic pathway in tumors

(Mu et al., 2009; Olive et al., 2009; Olive et al., 2013), we further

examined whether the apoptosis of MN cells in the absence of
ell Reports 11, 1305–1318, May 26, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1307



Figure 2. Specific Enrichment of mir-17�92

in LMC-MNs In Vitro and In Vivo

(A–F) Expression of mir-17-5p examined by

fluorescence in situ hybridization together with

immunostaining on E12.5 spinal cord sections.

(G) Schematic describing the expression pattern

of mir-17�92 together with other transcription

factors in the spinal cord.

(H) Schematic illustration of ESC-derived LMC-

MNs. FoxP1::GFP ESC lines were differentiated

with caudalized medium on day 2. GFPon LMC-

MNs were sorted by FACS, whereas GFPoff cells

were preserved as a control.

(I) FACS analysis (density plots) of FoxP1::GFP

ESCs differentiated under caudalized conditions

in (H). Rectangle indicates the gate used for sort-

ing GFPon LMC-MNs.

(J–M) Immunostaining of EBs on day 8 reveals

that GFPon cells display the molecular character-

istics of LMC-MNs (IsL1/2on, Raldh2on, FoxP1on,

Lhx3off).

(N) Verification of immunostaining by quantitative

real-time PCR from independent differentiation

experiments. FoxP1 and Raldh2 show a 10- to

60-fold increase, while the mir-17�92 cluster

also displays an �2- to 4-fold enrichment in

FoxP1::GFPon cells when compared to GFPoff

cells. FC, fold change. Data represent at least

three independent experiments (n > 3) performed

in duplicate. Error bars indicate the SD (*p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01).
mir-17�92 is a consequence of overproliferation at the progen-

itor stage.mir-17�92-KO embryos at E11.5 displayed compara-

ble numbers of proliferating cells (phospho-histone H3, pH3on) to

WT embryos (Figure S3A), suggesting that mir-17�92 controls

the survival of postmitotic MNs by inhibiting apoptosis rather

than by promoting cell proliferation.

Given that a small portion of LMC-MNs were preserved in

the mir-17�92MND embryos, we wanted to determine whether

the remaining MNs acquired the proper subtype identities.

We examined the expression of motor pool subtype-specific

markers in the mutant spinal cord. Despite the severe reduction

of LMC-MNs, several sets of lumbar motor pool genes were pre-

served (Nkx6.1on, Figures 3M and 3N; Pea3on, data not shown)

in the remaining LMC-MNs. The selective loss of FoxP1on

LMC-MNs was not caused by the impairment of upstream Hox

proteins, as the expression levels of Hoxc6 and Hoxc9 were un-

affected prior to MN apoptosis at E11.5 in the mir-17�92-null

embryos (Figure S3B).

Although the Olig2Cre/+ driver we used also deleted the

expression of mir-17�92 in oligodendrocyte precursors
1308 Cell Reports 11, 1305–1318, May 26, 2015 ª2015 The Authors
(Chen and Wichterle, 2012), immuno-

staining of E14.5 spinal cords of mir-

17�92MND embryos for oligodendroglial

and astrocytic markers revealed a

comparable number of oligodendroglial

progenitor cells expressing Olig2 and

Sox9 (Figure S3C). These results further

supported our assumption that the loss
of the mir-17�92 cluster results in cell-autonomous MN sub-

type-specific degeneration.

mir-17�92 Regulates the Survival of LMC-MNs prior to
Neurotrophic Support
In the developing spinal cord, only half of the nascent MNs

survive while the rest undergo apoptosis. It has long been hy-

pothesized that the apoptosis of MNs relies on the NFs from

innervating targets (Burek and Oppenheim, 1996; Buss et al.,

2006b; Oppenheim, 1991). A previous study also revealed that

the long-term survival of dissociated ESC-derived MNs is

dependent upon NFs (Wichterle et al., 2002), which raises the

possibility that the presence of NFs controls the apoptosis of

MNs. However, the selective apoptosis of LMC-MNs in mir-

17�92MND embryos is most dramatic when MNs are about to

contact their targets, suggesting it is unlikely that the absence

of NFs is the primary factor initiating apoptosis during this time.

To investigate this point further, we differentiated WT and mir-

17�92�/� ESCs into MNs and profiled apoptosis (AnnexinVon) in

the EBs either with or without NF cocktails before dissociation



Figure 3. Cell-Autonomy Effect of mir-

17�92 in MNs In Vitro and In Vivo

(A) Schematic illustrating the effects of cell au-

tonomy by the ‘‘salt and pepper’’ approach. Con-

trol Hb9::RFP together with mir-17�92 WT or KO

Hb9::GFP ESCs are mixed in 50:50 ratios and

differentiated into MNs. The percentages of RFPon

and GFPon cells were measured by FACSCalibur.

Non-cell-autonomous effects of mir-17�92 KO

can be deduced by the subsequent quantification

of the percentage of control Hb9::RFPon cells.

(B and C) Immunostaining of day 7 EBs reveals

that the control RFPon cells are not affected by

either mixing with WT or mir-17�92-KO MNs.

(D) Quantification of the florescence percentage

(%XFP) in total EBs after dissociation on day 7 by

FACSCalibur (n = 3 independent experiments,

mean ± SD, **p < 0.01).

(E–H) Immunostaining of lumbar spinal cord sec-

tions indicates a decrease in LMC-MNs (Raldh2on,

Isl1on) in E14.5 mir-17�92MND embryos, yet MMC

(FoxP1off) and HMC (Isl1on, FoxP1off) MNs in the

thoracic segment were not affected.

(I–N) The decrease in LMC-MNs in the lumbar

spinal cord is accompanied by an increase in

apoptotic markers (cCasp3on and Bimon) (arrow-

head). The spared LMC-MNs still express motor

pool markers, such as Nkx6.1on.

(O) Quantification of MMC (FoxP1off, Lhx3on) and

HMC (Isl1/Hb9on, FoxP1off) MNs in the thoracic

spinal cord and LMC (Raldh2on, FoxP1on) and

motor pool (Nkx6.1on) MNs in the lumbar spinal

cord (number of positive cells per 20 mm of spinal

cord in the ventral half section) in control and

mir-17�92MND embryos. Although the reduction

of LMC-MNs was significant (**p < 0.01), the per-

centage of the Nkx6.1on pool in FoxP1on neurons

was not affected in the mir-17�92MND embryos

(mean ± SD, n = 8 embryos).
(Figure S4). As expected, mir-17�92�/� MNs exhibited more

prominent apoptosis at the nascent postmitotic stage (days

�6–7) when compared toWT-MNs. However, NFs did not rescue

the apoptotic phenotype in theWTormir-17�92�/�MNs (Figures

S4CandS4D), suggesting that theMNdeath that naturally occurs

at an early stage is independent of target-derived NFs.

mir-17�92 Targets PTEN and Regulates Its Subcellular
Localization
The prominent intrinsic LMC-MN apoptosis caused by the dele-

tion of mir-17�92 prompted us to seek the responsible targets.

To identify the targets of themir-17�92 cluster that are involved

inMN degeneration, primaryMNs in the spinal cord fromWT and

mir-17�92�/�; Hb9::GFP embryos at E12.5 were isolated by

FACS (Figure 4A). Subsequently, WT and mir-17�92�/� MN

(GFPon) and non-MN (GFPoff) transcriptomes were analyzed by

microarrays. The sets of genes that were upregulated in null

MNs only (fold change R 1.5, n = 2) compared to WT controls
Cell Reports 11, 1305–131
were filtered with in-silico-predicted tar-

gets (Grimson et al., 2007). Gene ontology

analysis using the Database for Annota-
tion, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) (Huang

et al., 2009) on only those genes that were upregulated in null

MNs indicated the involvement of these genes in the regulation

of apoptosis, protein ubiquitination, and protein localization (Fig-

ure S5A; Table S2). With increasing stringency, we identified 15

candidate targets ofmir-17�92 thatwerepredicted toparticipate

in the apoptotic pathway (Figures 4A and S5B). Among the top

candidates, we first verified that the expression of PTEN was

significantly upregulated in the MNs from mir-17�92-KO em-

bryos by quantitative real-time PCR (Figure 4B), as PTEN was

previously shown to be a direct target ofmir-17�92 in tumor cells

and cortical neurons (Bian et al., 2013;Mu et al., 2009; Olive et al.,

2010; Xiao et al., 2008). In the developing spinal cord, the expres-

sion of PTEN was enriched in postmitotic neurons at E11.5 (Fig-

ureS5C). However, byE12.5, PTENexpressiondeclined andwas

distributed mainly in the cytoplasmic regions of MNs in the WT

embryos, whereas PTEN remained strongly expressed and

was translocated into the nuclei in the mir-17�92-KO embryos
8, May 26, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1309



Figure 4. Accumulation of Nuclear PTEN in

the mir-17�92 Mutant Embryos

(A) Strategy to identify mir-17�92 targets in MNs.

The Venn diagram illustrates a set of target

candidate genes from the intersection of upregu-

lated genes found only in the mir-17�92-KO MNs

that were predicted to be direct targets of mir-

17�92 by TargetScan. Genes predicted to be

targeted by more than one member of the mir-

17�92 cluster allowed us to narrow down the

targets to 15 genes, including PTEN.

(B) Verification of microarray data by quantitative

real-time PCR in the WT, heterozygous (Het), and

mir-17�92-KO FACS sorted MNs of E12.5 em-

bryos. Data represent three embryos (n = 3) per-

formed in duplicate for each embryo. FC, fold

change. Error bars indicate the SD. ***p < 0.001.

(C and D) Immunostaining of lumbar spinal cord

sections reveals an accumulation of nuclear PTEN

in FoxP1on limb-innervating MNs in E12.5 mir-

17�92-KO embryos (high power magnification in

Dʹ), whereas the expression of PTEN declines and

remains mostly in the cytosol of WT embryos (Cʹ).
(E and F) Quantification of PTEN expression

upon FoxP1on MNs from Figure 5C and 5D in-

dicates a �5-fold increase of PTENnulceus protein

expression in the mir-17�92-KO embryos when

compared to the WT.
(Figures 4C and 4D, with high magnification in Figures 4Cʹ and
4Dʹ). To determine the ratio of PTENnucleus/cytosol in the absence

of the mir-17�92 cluster, we quantified PTEN expression and

its subcellular localization in FoxP1on MNs and revealed a signif-

icant increase in PTENnucleus of LMC-MNs in KO embryos (n = 5,

Figure 4E). Collectively, we suggest that the upregulated PTEN

produced by mir-17�92 deletion is mostly translocated into the

nuclei of LMC-MNs (Figure 4F).

mir-17�92 Attenuates Nuclear PTEN Accumulation by
Targeting E3 Ubiquitin Ligases
Next, we addressed the purpose of PTEN being imported into the

nucleus of LMC-MNs in the mir-17�92-KO embryos. Several re-

ports haveproposed thatPTENnuclear translocation isstimulated

by themonoubiquitinationofPTENbyE3ubiquitin ligases, suchas

theNedd4/Ndfip1complex (Howitt et al., 2012;MundandPelham,

2010; Trotman et al., 2007; Van Themsche et al., 2009) (summary

in Figure 5A). Coincidentally, the expression levels of several

known E3 ubiquitin ligases for PTEN, such as Nedd4-2/Ndfip1
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and other E3 ligase-associated proteins

(Klhdc5 and Ube3b/c), were also upregu-

lated in the MNs of mir-17�92-KO em-

bryos (Figures5BandS5D).As thenumber

of LMC-MNs is limited in vivo, we sought

to use an in vitro ESC differentiation sys-

tem to perform the biochemical analysis.

We derived a conditional CAGGS::CreER,

mir-17�92floxed ESC and deleted the mir-

17�92 locus after pMN was established

during MN differentiation (Figure S6A).
Compared to control (mir-17�92 floxed) ESC-derived EBs, postmi-

toticMNs (Isl1on,Hb9on)were reducedby�50%in themir-17�92-

KO EBs on differentiation day 7 while remaining unaffected at the

progenitor stage (days�4–5) (FiguresS6BandS6C).Furthermore,

expressions of the PTEN/Ndfip1/Nedd4-2 proteins were all signif-

icantly upregulated,withprominent nuclearPTENaccumulation in

the mir-17�92-KO ESC-derived MNs, indicating that the in vitro

ESC differentiation system recapitulated the phenotype in vivo

(Figures 5B and S6D).

To determine whether PTEN and the E3 ubiquitin ligase-associ-

ated proteins were direct targets of mir-17�92, we constructed

luciferase reporterplasmidscontaining the3ʹUTRof thecandidate

genes harboring the predictedmir-17�92 target sites (Figures 5C

and S7A). The luciferase constructs (including Olig2 3ʹ UTR as a

known target control and Hoxc6 3ʹ UTR, which does not contain

predicted mir-17�92 targets, as a negative control) were trans-

fected into mir-17�92-KO ESCs. Compared to the WT ESCs,

the transfected cells exhibited an �30%–100% increase in lucif-

erase activity (Figures 5C and S7B). Moreover, luciferase assays



Figure 5. mir-17�92 Controls PTEN Subcellular Localization by Directly Targeting E3 Ubiquitin Ligases

(A) Illustration of PTEN monoubiquitination and nuclear transport.

(B) Quantitative real-time PCR assays (left panel) and western blotting (right panel) confirmed that the expression of PTEN and its E3 ubiquitin ligases are

upregulated in the mir-17�92-KO ESC-derived MNs compared to in the WT under caudalized conditions. Data represent three independent differentiation

experiments (n = 3) performed in duplicate. Error bars indicate the SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

(C and D) Luciferase reporters were constructed with a control in which the potential target sites ofmir-17�92 were mutated or deleted, and were performed in

duplicate (n R 3 independent experiments, mean ± SD, *p < 0.05).

(E) Endogenous PTEN monoubiquitin adducts increased in the mir-17�92�/�-derived EBs. Molecular weights are shown in kDa.

(F) Immunoprecipitation of GFP-PTEN after HA-ubiquitin co-expression in 293T cells confirmed the reduction of monoubiquitin adducts when overexpressing

mir-17�92. Molecular weights are shown in kDa.

(G) Subcellular fractionation assays indicated an �50% increase in exogenous PTENnuclues (without 3ʹ UTR) when mir-17�92 was overexpressed in 293T cells,

whereas exogenous PTENcytosol remained unaffected (n = 3 independent experiments, mean ± SD, *p < 0.05).
confirmed that the mutated putative binding sites or truncated

3ʹ UTR reporters of the Ndfip1 and Nedd4-2 constructs were

completely insensitive to mir-17�92-mediated silencing (Fig-

ure 5D). Togetherwithdata fromqPCR,westernblotting, and lucif-

erase assays, we concluded thatNdfip1, Nedd4-2, and PTEN are

bona fidemir-17�92-mediated targets in MNs (Figure S7C).
C

Subsequently, we investigated to what extent PTEN mono-

ubiquitination is regulated bymir-17�92. As shown in Figure 5E,

the level of PTENmonoUb was increased in the mir-17�92-

KO ESC-derived MNs upon caudalized conditions on differ-

entiation day 6. Consistent with this, the levels of exogenous

PTENmonoUb (without 3ʹ UTR) were reduced upon mir-17�92
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Figure 6. PTEN Ubiquitination-Interfering

Peptides Attenuate Nuclear PTEN Levels

to Rescue MNs

(A) Schematic illustration of peptide treatment. WT

and mir-17�92�/� ESC lines were differentiated

with caudalized medium on day 2 and were

dissociated on day 5, followed by cell-penetrating

peptide treatment (15 mM) for 24–48 hr. Blue bars

denote Tat-cell-penetrating peptides, while or-

ange bars denote control or interfering peptides

of PTEN K13, K254, or K289 Ub/SUMO sites (see

the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for

details).

(B) The increasedPTENnucleus/cytosol ratio in control-

peptide-treated-mir-17�92-KO MNs (compared

to WT MNs) is significantly attenuated by either

K13- or K289-interfering peptides.

(C) MN survival (determined by IsL1(2)on/total

DAPIon nuclei) inmir-17�92-KOMNs issignificantly

rescuedbyeitherK13-orK289-interferingpeptides

but is only slightly rescued by the K254-interfering

peptide. Quantitative data represent at least three

independent experiments (mean ± SD; *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01).
overexpression in 293T cells (Figures 5F and S7D). Therefore,

our data demonstrated that mir-17�92 targets PTEN and E3

ubiquitin ligases directly, thereby regulating the level of PTEN

monoubiquitination.

Finally, to establish whether nuclear PTEN accumulation in the

mir-17�92-KO embryos was caused by an increase in the total

PTEN protein level or by upregulation of E3 ubiquitin ligase activ-

ity resulting in enhanced PTENmonoUb nuclear import, we co-

transfected Flag- and hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged PTEN (without

3ʹ UTR), an exogenous ubiquitin, together with mir-17�92

into 293T cells. Subcellular fractionation revealed a significant

reduction (�50%) in the nuclear PTEN protein level, whereas

the cytoplasmic levels appeared unchanged (Figure 5G). This

result implies that the nuclear PTEN accumulation mediated by

mir-17�92 is attributed to active nuclear import mechanisms

instead of passive diffusion of upregulated PTEN proteins.
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mir-17�92 Mediates PTEN Nuclear
Import Directly via
Monoubiquitination
In addition to monoubiquitination at the

K13 and K289 residues, nuclear translo-

cation of PTEN has also been proposed

tobe regulatedviaotherpost-translational

modification mechanisms, such as by su-

moylation at theK254 residue (Bassi et al.,

2013). To disentangle which modification

of PTEN accounts for PTEN accumulation

in the mir-17�92-KO MNs, we designed

three cell-membrane-permeable inter-

fering peptides that flank the K13/K254/

K289 residues of PTEN and performed

rescue experiments in control and mir-

17�92-KO MN cultures. Consistent with

our observations, the mir-17�92-medi-
ated PTEN nuclear translocation was attenuated and MN

apoptosis was significantly rescued by the K13/K289-interfering

peptides, yet only slightly affected by theK254peptide, indicating

that nuclearPTENaccumulation inmir-17�92-KOLMC-MNswas

predominantly caused by PTEN monoubiquitination (Figures 6B

and 6C). Collectively, our results indicate thatmir-17�92 governs

MN survival by mediating PTEN nuclear accumulation through

monoubiquitination. Blocking ubiquitination of PTEN attenuates

its nuclear translocation, thereby preventing apoptosis of MNs

in the absence ofmir-17�92.

Overexpression of mir-17�92 Prevents Naturally
Occurring Cell Death
We reasoned that ifmir-17�92 regulatesMN survival intrinsically

by mediating PTEN subcellular localization, then the overex-

pression of mir-17�92 in pMNs should surpass the naturally



Figure 7. Overexpression of mir-17�92

Rescues Intrinsic MN Apoptosis, and

Knockdown of PTEN Rescues LMC-MN

Degeneration in mir-17�92MND

(A and B) PTEN expression and nuclear import

is attenuated in the E11.5�12.5 mir-17�92MN[

(Olig2Cre/+; ROSA26 CAG-MIR17-92,-EGFP) lumbar

spinal cords.

(C–L) Immunostaining of lumbar spinal cord sec-

tions indicates a drastic increase in LMC-MNs

(Raldh2on, FoxP1on) in E16.5 mir-17�92 MN[ em-

bryos, whereas MMC-MNs (Lhx3on, FoxP1off) in-

crease slightly, but not significantly. The increase

in MNs inmir-17�92 MN[ embryos exhibits a small

nuclei phenotype (arrowhead in L) with enhanced

ChATon expression.

(M–P) Immunostaining in the thoracic spinal cord

sections demonstrates comparable numbers of

PGC (pSmadon) and HMC (Lhx3off, IsL1on) MNs in

E16.5 mir-17�92 MN[ embryos. (Q) Quantification

of MMC (Lhx3on, FoxP1off), LMC (Raldh2on,

FoxP1high), PGC (pSmadon), and HMC (IsL1on,

FoxP1off) MNs in E16.5 control andmir-17�92 MN[

embryos (number of positive cells per 20 mm of

spinal cord in the ventral half section) (mean ± SD,

n = 4 embryos, **p < 0.01).

(R) Restoration of PTEN by crossing PTEN f/+

with Olig2Cre/+;mir-17�92floxed mice partially res-

cues the reduction of FoxP1on LMC-MNs in

mir-17�92MND embryos.

(S) Quantification of LMC-MNs (FoxP1on, ChATon)

in the lumbar spinal cord in the control (Olig2Cre/+;

PTEN f/+), KO (Olig2Cre/+;mir-17�92 f/f ), and

rescue (Olig2Cre/+;mir-17�92 f/f, PTEN f/+) em-

bryos. LMC-MNs are significantly rescued after

PTEN deletion (**p < 0.01) (mean ± SD, n = 4

embryos).
occurring MN death. To test this, we overexpressed mir-17�92

in MNs from Olig2Cre/+; ROSA26-loxp-STOP-loxp-mir-17�92

(mir-17�92MN[) crosses (Figure 7). Comparison of the spinal
Cell Reports 11, 1305–131
cords of mice overexpressing mir-

17�92 to their control littermates at

E12.5 revealed a drastic reduction in

PTEN expression and nuclear accumula-

tion (Figures 7A and 7B). Consequently,

we observed a significant change in the

number and distribution of MNs within

the ventral horn of the developing spinal

cord at E16.5. While LMCs and MMCs

were well segregated in control brachial

and lumbar spinal cords at this stage, a

band ofMNs connecting the two columns

appeared in the animals overexpressing

mir-17�92 (Figures 7C–7J). The ectopi-

cally positioned MNs displayed smaller

nuclei (Figures 7K and 7L), consistent

with Bax�/� embryos (Buss et al.,

2006a). Other MN subtypes (MMC- and

HMC-MNs) appeared unchanged in the

mir-17�92MN[ embryos (Figures 7M–7P,
quantification in Figure 7Q). These studies demonstrate that

overexpression of the mir-17�92 cluster rescued these cells

from programmed cell death.
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Attenuation of PTEN Elicited by mir-17�92 Depletion
Rescues LMC-MN Apoptosis
If mir-17�92 indeed targets PTEN and regulates its subcellular

localization to control LMC-MN survival, we would expect

that restoring the PTEN level could rescue the apoptosis pheno-

type. To test this hypothesis, we generated and analyzed

mir-17�92MND mice with PTENMND/+. The control (Olig2Cre/+;

PTEN f/+) embryos did not manifest any obvious differences in

the number of FoxP1on LMC-MNs relative to their WT littermates.

However, compared to the embryos from KO (Olig2Cre/+; mir-

17�92f/f) mice, embryos from PTEN-rescued mice (Olig2Cre/+;

mir-17�92f/f; PTEN f/+) exhibited significantly higher numbers

of FoxP1on LMC-MNs (Figures 7R and 7S). Therefore, these re-

sults demonstrate that reducing the amount of PTEN protein

back to the basal level can largely rescue the selective LMC-

MN degeneration in the mir-17�92MND mutants. Together, our

results provide evidence that the inhibition of PTEN expression

caused by mir-17�92 deletion rescues MN apoptosis, while

the overexpression of mir-17�92 in pMNs prevents naturally

occurring cell death during neural development by attenuating

PTEN expression and nuclear import.

DISCUSSION

Mir-17�92 Acts as a Double-Edged Sword that Controls
MN Generation and Degeneration
Our previous study revealed that mir-17-3p in the mir-17�92

cluster is critical for carving out the boundary of pMN/p2 progen-

itors (Chen et al., 2011). We demonstrated that postmitotic MNs

expand into the V2 interneuron domain ectopically in the spinal

cord of mir-17�92-null embryos at E9.5. However, conditional

deletion of the miRNA processing enzyme Dicer from all MN

progenitors (DicerMND) leads to the loss of many limb- and sym-

pathetic-ganglia-innervating spinal MNs (Chen and Wichterle,

2012). This suggests that miRNAs play multifaceted roles during

MN generation. At the progenitor stage, miRNA is critical for es-

tablishing the progenitor boundary, whereas postmitotically,

miRNAs are required to maintain MN survival and subtype iden-

tity. In this study, we uncovered that the mir-17�92 cluster is

responsible for the selective degeneration of the MN subtype.

Functional characterization of the conditional mir-17�92MND

in vitro and in vivo confirmed the importance ofmir-17�92 in sus-

tainingMN survival, in addition to its function in Olig2 inhibition at

the progenitor stage. These results indicate that the mir-17�92

cluster functions as a double-edged sword that controlsMNgen-

eration and degeneration in the developing spinal cord. We also

suggest that mir-17�92 is the major culprit responsible for the

selective limb-innervating MN apoptosis phenotype in DicerMND

embryos. Unlike the erosion of motor pool identity and the

perinatal lethality observed in DicerMND embryos, the spared

LMC-MNs of mir-17�92MND embryos still expressed several

pool markers. Future experiments are necessary to determine

which miRNAs are required to establish motor pool identity.

mir-17�92 Exhibits Intrinsic and Cell-Autonomous
Functions in LMC Neurons
AsMNs are the only neurons that project axons out of the CNS to

innervate targets, their survival is controlled by target-derived
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trophic factors (Hamburger, 1992; Oppenheim, 1989; Taylor

et al., 2012). In addition, GDNF and proprioceptive afferent

neurons impinging onMNs also contribute to the survival surveil-

lance of MNs (Kanning et al., 2010). Emerging evidence also

demonstrates that MN degeneration in amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis (ALS) can be accelerated by co-culturing MNs with

diseased astrocytes in vitro (Di Giorgio et al., 2007; Dimos

et al., 2008). Here, using in vitro and in vivo approaches, we

tested whether LMC-MN cell death is cell autonomous and pro-

vide four lines of evidence supporting the intrinsic functions of

mir-17�92 in maintaining LMC-MN survival: (1) the expression

of mir-17�92 is more enriched in FoxP1::GFP cells in vitro and

in FoxP1on MNs in vivo compared to other MN subtypes; (2)

‘‘salt and pepper’’ mixing experiments indicate that only mir-

17�92�/� MNs are dying, while control Hb9::RFPon MNs are un-

affected; (3) LMC-MNs degenerate in conditionalmir-17�92MND

embryos, which phenocopies LMC cell death in the mir-17�92-

null embryos; and (4) interneurons and glial cells are not affected

in the conditional mir-17�92MND embryos.

Intrinsic and Extrinsic MN Survival Control
Why, in the absence of mir-17�92, do only LMC-MNs undergo

selective degeneration in the spinal cord? In the developing

CNS, �20%–85% of the differentiated cells degenerate during

development (Buss et al., 2006b; Oppenheim, 1991). Several hy-

potheses have been suggested to explain why MNs are initially

overproduced and then undergo cell death as they differentiate.

One proposed ‘‘NF hypothesis’’ suggests that the overproduced

MNs compete for a limited amount of NFs when they reach the

innervating targets, implying that the purpose of the naturally

occurring neuronal death is to match the number of afferent

nerves with the size of the target population (Buss et al.,

2006b; Dekkers et al., 2013; Oppenheim, 1989). However, this

hypothesis is mainly based on peripheral nervous system

studies. Emerging evidence has demonstrated fundamental dif-

ferences between naturally occurring cell death in the peripheral

nervous system and CNS. For example, BDNF is themost widely

expressed neurotrophin in the CNS, yet the number of neurons in

most CNS areas is not affected upon its deletion (Ernfors et al.,

1994). Moreover, recent studies have indicated that cell-to-cell

contacts and synaptic transmission control the survival of

neurons in the CNS (Nikoletopoulou et al., 2010) and that the

cell death of developing cortical interneurons is intrinsically

determined without the interference of NFs (Dekkers and Barde,

2013; Southwell et al., 2012).

In addition, based on our observation that LMC-MNs degen-

erate at �E12.5–E13.5 in the mir-17�92 mutants, the time point

at which LMC-MNs are just about to establish their target con-

nections, and because the LMC-MNs could not be rescued by

the addition of NF cocktails while the naturally occurring MN

death is rescued inmir-17�92 MN D embryos, we herein propose

an alternative ‘‘intrinsic and extrinsic cross-talk model’’ for LMC-

MNs, in whichmir-17�92 acts as an intrinsic guardian providing

protection by inhibiting apoptotic pathways prior to target

contact. Once MN axons reach the muscle targets, retrograde

NFs provide the nutrient source, thus generating another layer

of protection for the existing MNs to support their long-term

survival. LMC-MNs integrate intrinsic and extrinsic pro- and



anti-apoptotic signals to allow their axons to navigate the

remarkably long journey to their final destinations. The cross-

talk model might provide a more comprehensive explanation

for the intricate apoptosis regulation in the developing CNS,

reminiscent of the programmed cell death observed early and

at later stages in chick motor neurons (Yaginuma et al., 1996).

As our NF-dependent experiments were performed in vitro,

future in vivo genetic manipulations of NF receptors and trans-

plantation experiments are required to determine to what extent

the mir-17�92-mediated cell-autonomous apoptosis in LMC-

MNs is solely intrinsic.

Specific LMC Degeneration in the Absence of
mir-17�92

Both the mir-17�92�/� and conditional mir-17�92MND embryos

showed selective degeneration of the limb-innervating MNs,

which is consistent with the DicerMND embryos. This differs

from a previous study indicating that an increase in apoptosis

is only observed in the double KOs ofmir-17�92 and its paralog,

miR-106b-25 (Ventura et al., 2008).We attribute this discrepancy

to the different spinal cord segments examined in our study

compared to those examined in the previous report. We scruti-

nized and performed serial analyses of mutant and control spinal

cords and determined that the increases in apoptosis are spinal

segment dependent. We observed increased apoptosis in the

brachial and lumbar spinal cords but detected only a mild eleva-

tion in apoptosis in the thoracic segment. Moreover, limb-level

MNs were significantly reduced in number, while the numbers

of other MN subtypes remained similar. It is likely that the previ-

ous study examined only the thoracic region, as it is the largest

segment in the spinal cord.

The mir17�92 Cluster and PTEN Subcellular
Localization
How does mir-17�92 regulate MN subtype survival? Several

studies have shown that mir-17�92 can promote proliferation,

increase angiogenesis, and sustain cell survival via the post-

transcriptional repression of a number of target mRNAs (Bian

et al., 2013; Mu et al., 2009; Olive et al., 2010). As the pleio-

tropic functions of mir-17�92 are dependent on cell type and

physiological context, we utilized unbiased approaches to sys-

tematically shed light on the MN targets. First, we identified

mRNAs that are upregulated in mir-17�92-null MNs in vitro

and in vivo. Second, we filtered these genes with the in-sil-

ico-predicted mir-17�92 targets. Finally, we reasoned that, if

the targets are MN context dependent, then the target expres-

sion levels would not be affected in non-MNs of mir-17�92-KO

embryos.

With these stringent criteria, we narrowed our examination to

15 targets. PTEN was our primary focus, as several reports

have already revealed that the interplay between PTEN and

mir-17�92 is important for regulating cell survival (Bian et al.,

2013; Mu et al., 2009; Olive et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013b).

Immunostaining and western blotting not only confirmed the in-

crease in PTEN expression but also showed a striking nuclear

accumulation of PTEN in the LMC-MNs of mir-17�92-KO em-

bryos. Early studies indicated that the Nedd4 family, together

with their associated protein Ndfip1, can regulate the monoubi-
C

quitination of PTEN, as well as the import of PTEN into the nu-

cleus (Howitt et al., 2012; Trotman et al., 2007). Surprisingly,

we found that the expression of several genes associated

with E3 ligases were also upregulated in mir-17�92�/� MNs.

In this study, we verified by luciferase assays that Ndifp1,

Nedd4-2, and other E3 ubiquitin ligases were bona fide targets

of mir-17�92. Additionally, we found that overexpressing mir-

17�92 causes the reduction of PTENmonoUb and PTENnucleus

in vitro, indicating that mir-17�92 not only targets PTEN

directly but also regulates the subcellular localization of PTEN

by targeting E3 ubiquitin ligase complexes. Recent studies

have highlighted the importance of nuclear PTEN in neurons

and in tumors (reviewed in Kreis et al., 2014; Song et al.,

2012), yet whether nuclear PTEN functions as a pro-survival

or pro-apoptotic protein in neurons remains controversial

(Bassi et al., 2013; Howitt et al., 2012). Our analyses demon-

strate that mir-17�92 mediates the level of nuclear PTEN and

that the restoration of PTEN to basal levels partially rescues

MN cell death in conditional mir-17�92MND embryos, thereby

emphasizing the role of nuclear PTEN in governing neuronal

survival. Here, we also suggest a new mode of regulation by

miRNA, one that not only mediates target expression but also

controls target subcellular localization. This might also provide

an explanation for why miRNAs are generally clustered in the

mammalian genomes, as they may orchestrate target functions

by regulating gene expression and post-translational modifica-

tion in a coherent manner (He et al., 2005; Olive et al., 2010,

2013). Future dissection of the individual miRNAs responsible

for target expression and subcellular localization will be

interesting.

In addition to the role of nuclear PTEN in LMC-MNs uncov-

ered in this study, PTEN has also been found to translocate

into the nucleus in response to neuronal injuries such as

ischemia, traumatic brain injury, and N-methyl-D-aspartate-

induced excitotoxicity (Goh et al., 2014; Howitt et al., 2012;

Zhang et al., 2013a). Consistent with these previous results,

we also demonstrated that inhibiting the nuclear translocation

of PTEN using a peptide designed to block the K13/K289-ubiq-

uitination of PTEN exhibits neuroprotective effects (Zhang et al.,

2013a), emphasizing the role of nuclear PTEN in neuronal

degeneration. As nuclear PTEN accumulation appears to be

LMC-MN-exclusive in mir-17�92MND embryos and as LMC-

MNs are the most vulnerable MN subtype to degenerate in pa-

tients with ALS (Kanning et al., 2010; Kaplan et al., 2014), this

raises the possibility that an intrinsic MN subtype modifier,

such as PTEN, might contribute to the vulnerability of limb-

innervating MNs in ALS (Kaplan et al., 2014). Interestingly, it

has been shown that inhibiting PTEN in the mouse model for

spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) rescues MN-associated defects

in axon length, increases survival, and restores growth cone

size (Ning et al., 2010). Similarly, microarray analysis of superox-

ide dismutase 1 (SOD1) mutant ALS spinal cord MNs reveals

that several components of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase

signaling pathway, including PTEN, are dysregulated in patients

with ALS (Kirby et al., 2011). Thus, the exploration ofmir-17�92/

PTEN subcellular localization may also provide a new avenue

for treating selective MN subtype vulnerabilities in ALS and

SMA in the future.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Mouse ESC Culture and Differentiation

Hb9::GFP ESCs were cultured and differentiated into spinal MNs, as previ-

ously described (Chen et al., 2011; Wichterle et al., 2002). The FoxP1::GFP

ESC line is a transgenic reporter line that contains a BAC with �195 kb of

the 5ʹ FoxP1 sequence and GFP inserted at the initiating codon (a kind gift

from Jeremy Dasen and Hynek Wichterle) (Jung et al., 2014). To promote

caudal LMC neuron differentiation, 100 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor

(bFGF) was included together with reduced concentrations of retinoic acid

(RA) and Smoothened agonist (SAG) at day 2 of differentiation (Mazzoni

et al., 2013). Cells were trypsinized and collected for FACS at day 8 to purify

FoxP1::GFPhigh LMC neurons and FoxP1::GFPoff non-LMC neurons for quan-

titative real-time PCR analysis.

Mouse Crosses and In Vivo Studies

For the KO mouse study, the generation of the mir-17�92�/� mouse was

performed as described in Ventura et al. (2008). Embryos were analyzed be-

tween E12.5 and E13.5. Conditional MN-KO mice were generated by

crossing Olig2Cre/+ mice (Chen and Wichterle, 2012) with mir-17�92loxp/loxp

mice (Ventura et al., 2008) to generate the Olig2Cre/+; mir-17�92loxp/WT strain.

Olig2Cre/+; mir-17�92loxp/WT mice were then mated with mir-17�92loxp/loxp

mice for experimental analysis. Embryos were analyzed between E11.5

and E16.5. The Olig2Cre/+; mir-17�92loxp/loxp mice were further mated with

PTENloxp/loxp mice (Groszer et al., 2001) to perform target gene rescue

experiments.

For the overexpression study, Olig2Cre/+ mice (Dessaud et al., 2007) were

mated with ROSA26 CAG-MIR17-92,-EGFP mice (Xiao et al., 2008) to generate

the Olig2Cre/+; ROSA26 CAG-MIR17-92,-EGFP strain. Embryos were analyzed at

�E15.5–16.5.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR

ESCs or EBs were harvested for total RNA isolation using the mirVana kit

(Ambion). For mRNA analysis, 20 ng of total RNA from each sample was

reverse transcribed with Superscript III (Invitrogen). One-tenth of the reverse

transcription reaction was used for subsequent quantitative real-time

PCRs, which were performed in duplicate per sample, with at least three

independent experimental samples, on the LightCycler480 Real Time PCR

instrument (Roche) using SYBR Green PCR mix (Roche) for each gene

of interest and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase controls for

normalization.

For the miRNA analysis, 5 ng of total RNA was reverse transcribed with a

miRNA-specific primer from TaqMan MicroRNA Assays (Life Technology). A

ubiquitous small nucleolar RNA, sno234, was used as the endogenous control.

Each quantitative real-time PCR was performed in duplicate or triplicate per

sample, with at least three different experimental samples.

Immunostaining and Immunoblotting Antibodies

For the list of antibodies, please refer to the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures. Images were collected on a Zeiss LSM710 Meta Confocal

Microscope.

miRNA In Situ Hybridization with Immunostaining

In situ hybridizations were performed as described previously (Chen et al.,

2007, 2011) and in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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